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Signs of rapid growth apparent on campus
by Curt Craig
associate editor
Judging by the construction going
on around campus, UAH is growing
by leaps and bounds, and being
improved in the process. Four new
buildings are currently in various
stages of construction, one recently
acquired building is under
renovation, the campus lake is being
renovated, and a red light is being
installed at the intersection of
University Drive and North Loop
Road.
The four new buildings under
construction include the Administra
tive Sciences Building, the Printing
Services Building, the Materials
Science Building, and the Optical
Sciences Building. Here is a brief

August, 1990, in time for Fall classes.
Printing Services: Located beside
WLRH building on the South end of
campus; Murphy said this building is
in its final stage of construction, and
will be completed by month's end.
Materials Science: Located on the
corner of Lakeside Drive and South
Loop Road; groundbreaking was
held Monday, February 12; expected
date of completion is April 1991,
according to Murphy.
Optical Science: Will adjoin
Materials Science Building;
according to Murphy this building is
currently out to bid, and will be
completed in July 1991.
Murphy also said that the recentlyacquired McCormack & Dodge
Building on the West side of
Sparkman Drive is undergoing

Below: The Administrative Science Building. Right: A close-up of the lobby
area.
Photos by Curt Craig and Rudy Setiawan

listing of locations, expected
completion dates, and other details
about the buildings:
Administrative Science: Located
between the Science Building and
Holmes Avenue; according to
Rayburn Murphy, assistant director
of the Physical Plant, the target date
for completion of this building is

renovations. He noted that the
renovations were being made to the
rear of the building, and that it was
partially occupied.
The Lake Renovation Project is
another ongoing campus project.
Murphy indicated that the recent
rains have slowed work on the lake,
but said that a 12-inch drainage pipe

had been replaced with a 30-inch
pipe in an attempt to lower water
levels and allow progress on the
project. As soon as water levels
permit, excavation equipment will be
moved into the lake bed, Murphy
concluded.
As for the red light being installed
at the intersection of University Drive

and North Loop Road, David Russell,
project engineer of the University
Drive Resignalizing Project, said it
will be on line in two to three weeks.
Russell also said the light would be
monitored and cycled by the City of
Huntsville.

Former U.S. Senator Jeremiah Denton visits UAH
by Andrew Fandre
reporter
Former Republican Senator
Jeremiah Denton spoke for the
UAH lecture series on Tuesday,
January 30th.
After an introduction and a
standing ovation, the rousing
applause quieted to reveal a humble
man in his sixties. Denton first
asserted that he had no aspirations to
seek office again. This was why he
had not given lectures in Alabama in
the past, in order to "avoid selfaggrandizement." Denton seemed to
be conditioned out of his southern

accent by years of representing
Alabama in the U.S. Senate.
The main topic of his lecture
concerned the eight years of
imprisonment he endured in
Vietnam as a prisoner of war. The
majority of the time was spent
discussing torture techniques and the
psychological battle the Vietnamese
waged on the P.O.W.'s.
Four things stood out in Denton's
mind while enduring his torture: the
realization of the excellence of the
American way of life compared to the
"horrible way of life in Vietnam";
"the amazing way which God
responds to prayer"; "the
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importance of communication to
humans"; and "the strength and
ingenuity humans are capable of
under great pain and stress."
His accounts of the torture
techniques were grisly. He was
suspended by ropes until the
circulation was cut off. Leg "bars"
were pressed three-fourths of an inch
into his Achilles tendons. In one
situation the pain was so intense he
wished for death; then,as if in
response to his prayers a blanket of
warmth came over him. This enabled
him to endure torture to the point
that the captors refused to torture
him further.

Editorials, page 4
Valentines, page 8-9

Unfortunately, while Denton was
content to discuss the Vietnam
conflict, the audience was more
concerned with political topics such
as abortion. The audience was
targeting his opinions as a leader
rather than as a private citizen.
Denton answered the questions as
diplomatically as he could, but the
strain was evident. The questions
lasted almost as long as his lecture.
When it was over UAH provided
silver service refreshments.
Denton's lecture was sponsored by
the Association for Campus
Entertainment, and it was very
continued to page 2

Features, page 10
Sports, page 15

Private recycling activities competing with UAH waste plans
by Dr. Michael H. Eley, Assoc.
Professor & UAH Waste & Recycling
Coordinator
for the Exponent
In my previous article about the
UAH Recycling Program, I
mentioned that certain individuals
and groups on campus have been
and are currently recycling some of
the more valuable components of the

UAH waste stream. In the past, this
practice was both acceptable and
desirable. Removal of
materials
before or even after entering the
waste stream obviously reduces
waste
disposal costs for UAH.
Recycling of the potential waste
components also
has
provided
revenue to individualstosupplement
income, raised funds for various club
or organizational activities, and

Southern Students for Choice
hold first UAH gathering
by Andrew Fandre
reporter
Southern Students for Choice held
their first meeting on Wednesday,
January 7, in U.C. Room 127. They
presented their charter and discussed
the anti-abortion bills facing the
legislature.
"The purpose of this organization
is to promote awareness o n campus
for
the reproductive rights of
women," said "Vera Vergara,
president of the organization.
Dee Harrison, a local women's
rights activist, gave a brief overview
of bills 251 and 252, designed to
restrict abortion. These bills will g o
before the Alabama Senate after they
pass the judicial hearings. "Belonging
to an organization like this is much
more effective than writing letters
and making phone calls," said
Harrison.

Harrison and her acid wit brought
out the horrifying penalties these
bills propose to bring into law. Class B
and C felonies would be imposed on
women and doctors for violating the
l a w , if e n a c t e d .
Not only women are concerned
about the anti-abortion laws. Over 50
percent of the new members of the
Southern Students for Choice are
male. Pro-Choice includes live birth
as well as abortion; choice includes
all phases or contributing factors to
pregnancy. "We encourage
all
citizens to join our group," said
Vergara, "You don't have to be a
student to join. We just want to keep
people aware of reproductive
freedom." The Southern Students for
choice charter went before the
Student Government Association on
Monday, February 12. The group will
meet again today in the lobby of the
U.C.

raised funds to be used for various
worthy causes. In the last case most of
the staffs of the University Center,
Computer Services, and Continuing
Education have been the most active.
All of these enterprising p e o p l e
should be commended for their
efforts in converting trash into
treasure.
Most of these private recycling
activities began before we started the
UAH Recycling Program, and at that
time, the only alternative was a trash
can. Now that the program is well
under way, there is alternative t o
throwing away valuable materials on
campus. As a
matter of
fact,
continuation of these private
recycling activities is competitive
with the UAH Program both for
valuable
materials and
needed
revenues.
Why does the UAH Recycling
Program need revenues from the sale
of recyclables? Operating the UAH
Program costs money. The program
must become financially selfsufficient. I firmly believe that
financial self-sufficiency can
be
achieved, but the Program will need
all of the assistance and cooperation
it can get from all sectors of the
campus to be successful.
How do private recycling activities
hurt the UAH Recycling Program?
The private recyclers on campus are
only taking the most valuable
materials, such as aluminum cans.

Biglari awarded Operation
Eagle Recognition Award
Haik
Biglari has received an
Operation Eagle Special Recognition
Award from the Boeing Space Station
Program Manager and Vice President
Richard Grant. The award was for
outstanding support during the joint
Boeing/NASA evaluation of the
Application Generator. Haik was
instrumental in the development of
the Application Generator concept,
which virtually eliminates
conventional software development

for real-time applications.
Biglari is currently a Ph.D.
candidate in the Electrical
Engineering Department at UAH. He
is completing his dissertation under
the direction of his principal advisor
Dr. Charles Halijak. This project
demonstrated one possible
application of Haik's dissertation
entitled "Design of Built-in Test for
F a u l t T o l e r a n t L a r g e S c a l e Sy s t e m s " .

computer paper, and some white
paper. At this time, the UAH Program
takes practically everything, except
glass, plastics, wood, yard wastes, and
food. This means that the Program
recycles almost any type of paper
product, aluminum, cans, and scrap
metals. For the Program to be able to
really minimize UAH's waste disposal
costs, we must recycle many lowvalue materials. As a matter of fact,
many of the materials that the
Program already recycles generate
v e r y l i t t l e , if a n y , r e v e n u e ,
considering the costs of collecting,
transporting, and sorting that are
often required. However, the
Program n e e d s all of the revenue it
can get from the most valuable
materials to supplement recycling
costs for the low-value materials.
So, please put your aluminum cans
in our UAH Recycling Program
barrels and boxes, and please don't
take any cans out of our containers.
Also, for those currently engaged in
computer and white paper recycling
activities on campus, please consider
the potential good that the campus
wide Recycling Program can do for
reducing all of UAH's waste and for
the environment, and then let us
have your paper instead of recycling
i t y o u r s e l f . If y o u w a n t m o r e
information about the UAH
Recycling Program, keep reading the
Exponent and/or call me at 895-6361.
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Forum open free to students
History Forum '90, a series of free
lectures on the New Europe
sponsored in part by the UAH
Department of History, will continue
through March 7. The lectures are
held in the Roberts Hall Recital Hall at
12:30 p.m. every Wednesday. Coffee
and cookies are offered starting at
12:15. The remaining lectures are as
follows:
Wednesday, February 14: "The
New Poland," by Jan T. Gross,
Professor of Sociology, Emory
University.
Wednesday, February 21:
"Germany Without the Wall, by Stig
Forster, Senior Research Fellow,
German Historical Institute.
Wednesday, February 28:
The
European Space Agency Coopera
tion in Action," by Ian W. Pryke,
Head, Washington Office, European

Space Agency.
Wednesday, March 7: "Is the New
Europe Really the Old One," by John
A. Hutcheson, Professor of History,
Dalton College.

Jeremiah
Denton visits
UAH
continued from page 1
entertaining. Denton is a dynamic
and opinionated speaker.
One hopes the audience members
will voice their opinions about
abortions at the next lecture, on April
24, when the speakers are prepared
to answer as leaders rather than
opinionated citizens.

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up toa $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For further information contm
Major Shock lev at
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more NEWS
Physical Plant aware of parking problems at many buildings
by Dennis Varner
SGA Public Relations
The SGA Student Relations
Committee is following up on the
availability of parking spaces on
campus. Committee chairman Tim
Cobb spoke with Mr. Dave Brown,
director of the Physical Plant, to

obtain specific information on
problem areas.
The areas noted were the Science
Building, Madison Hall, and Research
Institute.
There is scheduled to be a
revamping and re-striping of the
parking lot at the Science Building,
upon completion of the construction

of the Administrative Science
Building.
According to Mr. Brown, there
seems to be approximately 75-100
parking spaces available in the south
parking lot, at any time of the day.
Anticipating a crowding of parking
spaces, he has suggested to members
of the faculty and staff to utilize these

spaces.
Mr. Brown added that the Physical
Plant will be looking into some
additional lighting around Spragins
Hall, the Science and Nursing
Buildings, and the University Center.

Fifth Annual Career Information Day planned for February 21
The College of Administrative
Science and the Career Planning and
Placement Office are sponsoring the
Fifth Annual Administrative Science
Career Information Day on
Wednesday, February 21, from 9 a.m.
- 4 p.m. in the U.C. Lobby.
Faculty and student representa
tives from each of the departments

within the College of Administrative
Science will be providing displays
describing their disciplines and
career opportunities within those
disciplines. There will also be displays
with information on interviewing
techniques, resume writing, job
search techniques, and how to dress
for success. Information will [be

Homeless groups hold sleepout at Big Spring Park
Last weekend the Homeless of
Huntsville Housing Now! and the
Homeless Action Committee took
part in a sleep-out at Big Spring Park.
The event, which took place from 1
p.m. Saturday to 12 noon Sunday, was
in solidarity with the Washington
D.C. movement of National Housing
Now!. National Housing Now! is
currently lobbying Congress for
federal funds to be made available for
construction of low-income housing.
The Homeless Action Committee
of Huntsville has requested an
appointment of two persons from
the homeless community to be
representatives on
the Mayor's
Commission on the Homeless and an
immediate halt to the "systematic
harrassment of the homeless" by the
Huntsville Police Department. The
Committee says that the homeless
want to work with the city as part of
the community to find the best
solution to fit everyone.
The

committee plans to continue
nonviolent public demonstrations
concerning the problems of the
homeless until they feel that
solutions are progressing.

Somepeople think
giving Dlocxl makes
them special™
et> > i.

+
theyVe right!
American Red Cross

Blood Services, Alabama Region

NURSING STUDENTS

available on salaries, employment
opportunities and professional
organizations.
There will be a series of workshops
on resume writing, interviewing
techniques, job search strategies and
how to research companies. The
Small Business Development Center
will also present a workshop on

"Preparing to Run Your Own
Business" from 10:30-11:30 a.m. A
free luncheon reception will be held
in the U.C. Exhibit Hall from 11:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m. All College of
Administrative Science students and
faculty are invited. If you would like
more information, please call SOSShi 2.

Stand up
and be
counted.
What's in the Census for Me?

No one gets paid for answering the census, but it pays off for everyone.
The information your answers provide helps your community leaders decide
where to put day care centers, schools, hospitals, and many more services.
And. the census is used to determine how many seats your state has in the
U.S. House of Representatives so your voice is heard where it counts the most.

Answer the Census. It Counts for More Than You Think!
CENSUS "90

EARN $1,100 A MONTH
WHILE STILL IN SCHOOL
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM
llw Naw oHrrs yon ilu- n|>|xiiiiiiiiiv to f BFT
nxii|>k-n- )nnr ik-girr while ivt riving as
much as 51.100 a month. I hcrc ate 110
s|jccial classes lo attend You will not In
let |ttiled 10 wear a unilonn 01 attend
diills. You inusl slay in scliool and keep
your grades high. Upon olttaiuiug your
LICRhelnr's <k-gicc. yotl will IKcommissioned an ensign in the United
Stales Navy N'tttse Otq* canting good
pay, .'Vl days of paid vacation cat It yeai
and other IrcttelRs that are hard to match
anywhere.
Kligihiliiv iri|tiiremciibt air- sttingent.
Only the IK-SI applicants will IK- accc |*«L
lit (|italify you must:
• Ire a sophonioic. junior or senior
etiurlletl in or arre|ilcd to an \'I.N
.tenedited s«lnx>l ol uuisiug leading to a
ICS. tk-gtee in musing.
• have a minimum (1PA ol !k0.
• Ik- at least IS hut not \vi seats of
age at the time ol cult-ant c to the jtiniot
war ol the uuisiug cuniulltim.

Check with the SchooT of Nursing
for dates a Navy representative
will be on campus. For immediate
information call 1-800-284-6289.

NAVY NURSE

\bu are'Ibinorrow.
Yon are the Navy.

SPACE CAMP COUNSELORS
The EXCITEMENT and SATISFACTION of being a
SPACE CAMP/SPACE ACADEMY COUNSELOR
may be waiting for you. . .
Seeking individuals with two years of college in a
science or education field and some experience
working with children or young adults. Next training
class will start February 26, 1990.
We are looking for:
DAY COUNSELORS — 7:45 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
NIGHT COUNSELORS — 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m.
(6 hrs. deducted for sleep time)
Interested applicants should APPLY AT ONCE TO:

The Space & Rocket Center
U S SPACE CAMP • NASA VISITOP CENTER

721-7128
EOE
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"J2el us dare lo rea11l>tnlc, speal,
ind wrtle.''

"...address the issue of 'the right to die.

(John C^lda ms
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by Gregory Casteel
columnist
part one of a three-part series
In the last several years there has
been some controversy in medical
circles about a very touchy issue: the
right to die. Does a person who is
severly incapacitated in some way
have a right to have his life ended in
order to relieve himself of further
suffering? And what bearing does this
issue have upon other issues, such as
suicide, murder, and medical ethics?
We hear terms such as euthanasia,
mercy killing, quality of life, and the
right to die being thrown around a lot
lately. And, although this issue has
been around for thousands of years,
it has become more prominent in the
last couple of decades. The reason for
this is the many advancements in
medicine and medical technology
that have occurred in recent decades.
Medical technology is now so
advanced that a person who would
(without treatment) die fairly quickly
can now be artifically kept alive for an
indefinite length of time. But is this
"artificially stimulated" life really
living? Can a person who will never
again regain consciousness truly be
considered to be living? If a person
requires a machine to take care of his
basic metabolic processes (e.g.,
circulation, respiration, etc.), is this
person truly alive?

I would like to take the next couple
of weeks to address the issue of "the
right to die." While I don't claim to
have all the answers, and I'm not even
totally sure what my opinions are on
the matter, I hope that I can at least
touch upon the major points of this
issue. And I will also attempt to
convey some of my own ideas on the
subject. But right now, I would like to
take this opportunity to invite you,
the reader, to express your opinion
on the issue. We would like to know
what you think. If you are a member
of the medical profession, perhaps
you could give us a medical opinion
on the issue. If you are in the legal
profession, we would like to know
about the legal aspects of the matter.
Or, if you are simply a concerned
reader, we want your opinion. Send
your letters to the Exponent, UC
Room 104.
Now, the first thing I would like to
do is to define a few terms. And the
first term I want to define is
euthanasia. Most people define
euthanasia as "mercy killing". But
literally, the term euthanasia (from
the Greek) means an "easy" or
"painless" death. In other words, a
euthanasia is a death without
suffering. Now, although we don't
like to think about it, we all recognize
that we will die some day. And, when
the time comes, we all hope that our
death will be painless. So, in a sense.

we all want a euthanasia. But the term
euthanasia has come to mean far
more than simply a death without
pain. It now means mercifully ending
the suffering of someone who is
dying, whose death is slow and
painful, and quickly killing them in as
painless a way as possible. And this
poses a grave moral dilemma for
anyone who is faced with that
situation — especially a physician.
On one hand, we don't want people
to suffer (and a physician has an
obligation to try to relieve suffering).
But, on the other hand, we find the
act of taking another human life to be
the most serious act of immorality
imaginable (and a physician has an
obligation to try to preserve life, not
end it). So, in the case of those who
are terminally ill and suffering, we
find ourselves caught in a moral
paradox.
The second term to be defined is
quality of life. People who use this
term hold that life itself (the state of
being alive — as opposed to being
dead) is not the important issue. They
hold that the important thing is the
quality of one's life: the ability of a
person to do the things associated
with human life (e.g., thinking,
communicating, moving under one's
own power, etc.). The idea is that
continued to page 12

"...most students do not know what is going on.
by Lawrence F. Specker
columnist
I like to learn. Does that seem odd?
I don't think it should, but the
observations I make as I go about my
business make me wonder.
Take the ongoing History Forum as
an example. Every Wednesday this
month a splendidly qualified lecturer
will be holding forth on some aspect
of Europe at 12:30 p.m. in the Roberts
Hall Auditorium. I assume that
everyone reading this is aware that
Europe is undergoing many
profound changes at the present
time. I assume we all agree that these
changes will have an immense affect
on that part of the world, and
probably on ours as well. What is
happening over there now will play a
role in our future. It is important stuff.
Since the first session, held last
Wednesday, offered me a chance to
learn about a situation I had an
interest in, I attended. A pretty fair
crowd was in the auditorium. I'm not
too good at estimating crowds, but I
can safely say that there were more
than 50 people present.
Again I'm only estimating, but I'd
say there were maybe five
undergraduates present. That's
counting myself and a friend who
came with me. The rest were grownup-type people, professors and
interested members of the university
community. Outside, not just in
Roberts Hall but all across campus,
hundreds of students were exciting
classrooms and heading straight for
their cars. And the forum is not only
free, but coffee and cookies are
offered as a bonus.
Or look at the art situation. I

sometimes see people idling around
the U.C. gallery, but a hundred yards
or so away the Church Gallery is
almost always empty. I stopped by last
Thursday. On display is a group of
paintings by a recent UA grad, and
they are definitely worth a look. The
person on duty (I don't know if she
was an art student or what) was happy
to answer my questions about the

"...a\i these things tend
to be used to rationalize
a dull life marked by lack
of thought, narrow
knowledge and ideas,
and a committment to
avoid excellence and
enlightenment
at all
costs."
works. It was definitely a learning
experience. And it was free, too.
Music is the same. We are given the
chance to attend, free or at a
substantial discount, music ranging
from cajun to classical. And every
time I go I see the same thing. If it's a
classical concert in Roberts Hall, the
old folks outnumber the students
thirty to one. If it's a rock show in
Spragins Hall or the U.C., the majority
of the crowd will be local high school
kids. I understand that not everyone
sees in music what I do, but it revolts
me to think that the musical
knowledge of the average UAH
graduate will be limited to
commercial pop-rock.
These specific examples are

}}

disheartening, but they are not the
worst aspect of the situation. That
honor is reserved for the fact that not
only do most students not know what
is going on, they wouldn't give a
damn if they did. If you offered them
money, they still wouldn't wake up.
Granted, a lot of this has to do with
the unique characteristics of this
institution. The vast majority of
students do not live at school. The
ones who don't have families of their
own often live at home, leading the
same lifestyle they did when they
were in high school. Many have jobs
as well, but all these things tend to be
used to rationalize a dull life marked
by lack of thought, narrow
knowledge and ideas, and a
commitment to avoid excellence and
enlightenment at all costs.
I understand all this but I hate it
nonetheless. I want more. I want to
be surrounded by people who are
interested in the ideas they study,
people who burn to learn and who
are eager to discuss the concepts they
are evolving. I want to look around
me and see people who want to do
great things, change the world for the
better, test accepted beliefs and see if
they hold up. But I see a school of
sleepwalkers, where the most daring
rebel is the guy (or girl) who adopts
the textbook outsider look, or plays
with a skateboard, or risks life and
limb using a supposed pedestrian
crosswalk, or dares to play a guitar in
public.
A diploma is only one of many
things I intend to get out of college.
A nice job is only one of countless
things I wand from life. Life as I see it
is a learning experience.
If you
haven't learned, you haven't lived.
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more EDITORIALS
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to have a child that they are not prepaired to care for.

by Andrew Fondre
guest editorial

prepared to care for.
Incapable people are having
children. When there are thousands
I know this topic has been ridden of children that live in orphanages or
into the ground lately but there is foster homes assured of years of
something to consider. Abortion is despair, simply because somebody
the killing of an infant in the stage of did not feel capable or responsible
vital development. However, this enough to care for them, this is a
world is too imperfect to allow our crime, not the aborting of a fetus. It
citizens to be deprived of a right. As takes a lot to raise a child, I am sure
long as there is one child that is anyone would agree, but when that
abused, malnourished, unclean, person doesn't have much to give,
neglected, homeless, or mistreated, should they be forced to raise that
our country cannot force mothers to child at a sacrifice of their own lives?
have a child that they are not
The criminality in this issue resides

"...people who are unwilling to
To the Editor:
In response to the letter in the
February 7th issue from "Name
Withheld by Request", thanks for the
critical analysis of "Pippin". I fully
believe in people expressing their
opinions, while gratefully accepting
criticism from others. This letter is not
an attempt to downplay the opinions
expressed by the sender, but is to
state a few slight "flaws" in the article.
First, all the comments, reviews and
responses from local media, theatre
patrons and "seasoned" theatre
veterans have been above any
expectations I had ever imagined. Of
course, this is only a defensive
statement and again it is merely a
matter of opinion.
Second, I have a problem with
people who are unwilling to stand
behind their convictions. The author
obviously felt strongly about his/her
comments, but showed cowardice by
not signing the article. My question—
of what were you afraid?—me?—the
cast?—the crew?—or were you not as
confident of your opinions as we
were led to believe?
Third, all the areas of the play with
which I was directly associated were
ridiculed — the directing, the
choreography, and my choice in
casting. This leads me to believe that
either I should find a large snowdrift
in Alaska in which to lose myself or
that this individual has a personal
vendetta against me. Since I have a
problem with animals who dress in
tuxedos and catch cold easily, I
assume and hope the latter is the
case.
My obvious concern if this is a
personal vendetta, is that the article
affected approximately 60 of the most
wonderful, dedicated and yes,
"talented" people I have ever
known. The cast spent three
months—five or six days a week—
four hours a day to give "you" the
best performance possible. Sure,
they were not the best actors, singers,
and/or dancers in the world, but if
time, effort, blood and tears were a
criteria for "professionalism", these
individuals are above the definition
of the world.
I have had the pleasure of working
in quite a few local shows and have
been in the audiences of many more
and have not seen or heard a greater
response given from the audience to
a performance as from those who
viewed "Pippin".
My satisfaction is in the smiles,
laughter, and appreciation of the
audiences—the happiness and sense
of achievement of the cast after the
Friday performance (following the

in the neglect ot the context of our
problem. Our world is overcrowded
with much misery and hunger in so
many countries. Why, then do we
insist on making a survival issue
moral? Earth can only take so many
human beings, and with the
destruction of Earth's life giving
capabilities even that capacity is
diminishing. How can we be so
nearsighted as to force women to
have babies? Is it really murder? What
is more cruel, the taking of an
unaware dependent being or forcing
a life of suffering and despair on a

>>

fully aware child?
I think we are beginning, as a
nation, to strangle ourselves with our
own blind morality. Not willing to
face the real issues and debating over
unrealistic gray areas. No one is going
to be satisfied with either outcome so
let freedom prevail. Let the choice be
up to the mother and her evaluation
of her own life. Let her decide if her
life is stable enough to start another.
Let us, as a nation, get to the
immediate and present danger,
dealing with the lives that already
exist.

stand behind their convictions.

disasterous opening night)—the tears
of the cast, crew and orchestra after
the Sunday performance when we
realized our "dream" was over. Your
satisfaction should be that these
"volunteers" spent time and effort
for "you". If you were not

entertained, we are sorry. Maybe you
should only attend performances of
the Broadway Theatre League. After
all, it is their living—not a "hobby"
that takes up 80% of their spare time,
a lot of sweat and countless other
things for no pay, little recognition

y>

and very little praise)—think before
you so eagerly criticize!!!
Thanks,
johnny West
"Proud" director of Pippin

"! find these...odd comparisons to voting...
In Gregory Casteel's editorial, "I
Didn't Vote Because Both
Alternatives Were Stupid", the
author attempts to justify not
exercising one's right to vote through
comparing the dilemma of chosing
between two "unacceptable"
political candidates to several
hypothetical situations. First, voting is
compared to telling a distraught
friend whether he should either rob
or burn a bank that left him bankrupt
through computer error. In another
instance, the comparison is made to
chosing whether the gang should get
wasted on crack or vandalize a public
building for Saturday night
entertainment.
I find these hypothesized scenarios
of illegal activities odd comparisons
to voting for one's government
officials. In fact, the comparisons are
narrow and do not sufficiently
demonstrate the author's argument.
Let me tell the fate of a traveler who
slipped while looking over the edge
of a cliff. As the traveler began his
rapid descent to the jagged landing
that awaited him at the foot of the
cliff, he noticed a thin vine that grew
down from wher^e had fallen and a
thicker, but decaying root that
protruded from the rocky surface.
One who accepts Mr. Casteel view
and examples in "I Didn't Vote
Because Both Alternatives Were
Stupid" would most likely find
grabbing at a thin vine or a near
rotted root poor options to support
one's weight (especially when
falling). Therefore he would simply
fold his arms across his chest in
abstention while plummeting to
certain death on the rocks below. On
the other hand, whild not particularly
happy with either choice myself, I
would most certainly not abstain but
Vote! Vote! Vote! I'd reach for the
vine or the root, which ever I
believed would serve my needs best
for the time being. Hopefully Iwould
be around to see better options to
chose from soon. At least I'd have
better chances of one day seeing
better alternatives than the guy down
there abstaining on the jagged rocks.
When neither of the candidates

running for a public office meet my
standards, I do not abstain. They may
both be inadequate, but more times
than not one is less desirable than the
other. That's when I go to the polls to
make sure the least desirable of the
candidates doesn't win by casting my

vote for the best of the bad. That way,
when the day comes when a
candidate who I think has the ability
to fill the position comes, he'll
hopefully have less to fix.
by Jeff Austin
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WITHOUT A CLUE.

MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE WITHOUT A
CLUE- WHEN IT COMES TO ALTERNATIVES FOR
DRINKING. THAT'S WHAT BACCHUS IS ALL
ABOUT.
NO, BACCHUS IS NOT AN
ANTI-ALCOHOL GROUP. IT'S ABOUT DRINKING
RESPONSIBLY. UAH IS STARTING A BACCHUS
CHAPTER ON CAMPUS AND TO KICK OFF THE
CAMPAIGN, THEY'RE HAVING A -

MOCKTAL
CONTEST!

SUBMIT YOUR FAVORITE NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK RECIPE AT
THE INFORMATION DESK (U.C.)
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 28th AT 5:00 p.m.
PRIZES INCLUDE TWO $ 50.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES, UAH
SWEATSHIRTS AND LOTS OF OTHER STUFF!
JUDGING WILL TAKE PLACE AT MOM'S ON MARCH 3rd.
ALL UAH STUDENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS ARE ENCOURAGED
TO PARTICIPATE

I

/ I

1. Early Registration is February 15 thru February 27
(This is a change from earHer published dates^

\

|
\

2. Advisement schedules and procedures are
printed in the Spring Timetable.
(Available week of February 5)

1

3. The probability of getting your schedule is
better if you register during early registration
4. There are no lines at Early Registration.
5. Your advisor has more time to spend with you
now than at Open Registration. Check your
degree requirements prior to making
an appointment to see your advisor.

Register Early February 15 thru February 27
**Non-Degree students can only register at
Open Registration on March 23, 1990. starting a"
3:30 p.m. You may want to change to aegree
seeking. ceil :ne Office of Admission- 395-00 r
before February 15. 1990.
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Pulse
Chi Omega
Happy Valentine's Day!! We hope
everyone has a great day with their
Honeys.
Chi Omega held their Sisterhood
Retreat on Friday, Feb. 9. Everyone
had an exciting time of sharing and
fun. The event allowed all the
members to become even closer.
Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Amy Dickson who was
elected President and Karlin Henze
who was elected Vice-President of
Order of Omega. Jodi Preston
received the Order of the Owl for
outstanding scholarship.
The sisters are also excited about
o u r u p c o m i n g m i x e r w i t h t h e Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity. We always
have an enjoyable evening with them
and we are sure this one will be a
success.

Delta Zeta
Happy Valentine's Day from Delta
Zeta! We would like to thank
everyone who ordered balloons. We
really appreciate it. And for those of
you who didn't, you may buy them
today from 10-4 in the University
Center, Morton
Hall, and the
Engineering Building.
Congratulations to Delta Zetas
Julie Preston and Esther Anderson
who have been chosen to participate
in the Huntsville Community Chorus
Production of "Hello, Dolly!." Julie
has been cast as Ermergarde and
E s t h e r w i l l c h o r e o g r a p h t h e s h o w . It
will be presented May 4 and 5 at the
Von Braun Civic Center. Thanks to
the Delta Chis for a fun mixer Friday
night. We are looking forward to a
mixer with Sigma Chi Gamma this
weekend.

Pi Kappa Alpha
T h e b r o t h e r s o f t h e T h e t a Pi
c h a p t e r o f Pi K a p p a A l p h a w o u l d l i k e
to thank all those who attended the
Rush party last Saturday night. We are
also looking forward to our mixer
with
Kappa Delta Sorority this
coming Friday night.
Our basketball team defeated the
m e n of Kappa Alpha Psi in a down-tothe-buzzer score of 26-24. We would
like to thank the men of Kappa Alpha
Psi for a great game. O u r next g a m e
will be this Sunday at 2 o'clock.

Panhellenic
Council
The Schlorship Reception has been
officially set for March 4 in the U.C.
E x h i b i t H a l l . T h i s is a n i m p o r t a n t
event so we hope to see all of the
Greeks there. Also, the Dance
Marathon has been changed to April
20 and 21, and Greek Week will begin
" April 16.

The Panhellenic Council will be
attending SEPC (Southeastern
Panhellenic Conference) this
weekend. All those going are asked
to meet at the U.C. on Friday at 11
a.m. for the trip to Knoxville. We
hope to get some good ideas to bring
back to U.A.H. Delegates will be
taking up a collection during sorority
meetings for the Fight Against
Illiteracy Campaign.
Panhellenic will be sponsoring a
self defense class on a Monday
evening in March. Stay tuned for
more details!

S.A.E.A.
Attention S.A.E.A. student
members and all other U.A.H.
students and faculty: S.A.E.A. will be
holding their annual Valentine's Day
bake sale, February 14, Wednesday,
in the lobby in Morton Hall. Please
make a point to stop by and enjoy the
delightful treats. By doing so, you can
help support the S.A.E.A. members in
their efforts to keep this organization
alive. Thank you for your support!
There will also be a meeting for
S.A.E.A. on Thursday, February 15, at
12:15 p.m., in Morton Hall Teacher's
Material Center. Please make a point
to attend.

Shooting Sport
Club
Students interested in organizing a
shooting sport club are asked to call
830-9167 for further details.
All sporting events will b e held at
Sharon Johnston Park.

Accounting Club
The UAH Accounting Club will
have its next meeting on Thursday,
Feb. 15. Our speaker will be Wayne
Gilliam from the GAO. He will be
speaking to us on "The GAO's Role in
the Government". We will meet at
5:15 p.m. in the University Center,
Room 127.

German Club
Our meeting on January 19, 1990
was quite successful, despite the
circumstances. We were able to
u p d a t e t h e m e m b e r s h i p list a n d t o
confirm officers. For any detailed
information about the club, you can
contact: Lance Kirby, president, at
837-3207 Romana Arndt, vice
president, at 534-3349. Dues were
raised to $5.00 a year upon
agreement. They need to be paid by
the next meeting. Checks should be
made out to UAH German club. For
anyone interested, the German Club
holds informal meetings every
Monday in the Cafeteria. In order to
attract as many people as possible, we
are alternating the meeting time;

All clubs and organizations' announcements must be kept to 150 words or
less. This is to allow room for all announcements. Clubs and organizations are
not prohibited from exceeding the 150-word limit; however The Exponent
cannot guarantee that all of the announcement will be published. We will
make every effort to include all of the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit. The editor has final approval of all announcements in regards to
length, newsworthiness, questionable content, and poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to accompany
announcements; however, the photos will be printed on a space-available
basis. All photos should contain the following information: name of club
submitting photo, names of all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can
be cropped, if photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

February 12, 1990 — 12:30 p.m.;
February 19,1990 8:15 and so on. Our
next official meeting will be criday
February 16,1990 (5:00 p.m.) at Bobby
G ' s o n U n i v e r s i t y D r . It i s p l a n n e d t o
discuss the development in East and
West Germany, and above all to get
to know each other better while
having a good time.

Amnesty
International
Amnesty International is having
their weekly meeting Thursday night
at 8 p.m. in Room 132 in the U.C. They
are showing a film called "Colors of
Hope". This meeting is o p e n t o
anyone who is interested in
attending.

SOTA
Students Over the Traditional Age
will meet Thursday, 15 February at
12:15 in Room 127 of the University
Center. Dr. Ann Boucher will b e
speaking about the Honors Program.
Bring your lunch and join us. Faculty
members are also welcome.

BSU
The Baptist Student Union (BSU)
has its weekly lunch every
Wednesday at 12:15. The cost is only
$2, which all goes to support summer
missionaries.
The Drama and Clowning groups
will meet this Thursday night,
February 15 at 8:15 p.m.
We will be having Bible study o n
Monday, February 19 at 8:15 p.m. We
are working on a study of Old
Testament prophecy, A dorm Bible
study will b e held the same night at 8
p.m. in the Campus Housing mail
room.
We are having Celebration on
Tuesday night, February 20 at 8:15.
Everyone is invited t o join us for this
time of fun and fellowship. After
Celebration, there will be choir
p r a c t i c e . If y o u l i k e t o s i n g , y o u a r e
welcome to attend.
The BSU is located at 450 Sparkman
Drive, across from the UAH campus.
If y o u w o u l d l i k e t o k n o w m o r e a b o u t
any of our events, call us at 837-9140.

Ice Skating
Public ice skating will continue at
the Von Braun Civic Center on
Sunday, February 11 from 1-4 p.m.;
Monday, February 12 from 7-10 p.m.;
and Monday, February 19 from 7:3010 p.m. The public is invited to c o m e
and skate on the ice that the UAH
Charger hockey team plays on.
Admission is $2 and rental skates
are available for $1. People will be
able to park in the west Williams
Street parking lot and enter through
the skate lobby entrance.

Groups of twenty or more will be
admitted for $1.50 per person with
skate rental remaining at $1.
Concessions will b e available.

FMA
The Financial Management
Association Student Chapter would
like to give a big welcome to our new
member, Soon Ok Megahan.
Welcome aboard, Soon Ok!
On February 1, FMA held its
monthly meeting and we were
thrilled to have 6 visitors that night
a n d w e h o p e y o u w i l l c o m e a g a i n ! It
was a great turnout, thanks to our
active members and visitors!
To finish its 1990 elections, FMA
elected Lucita Fuqua and Frank
Simon as our Public Relations
Representatives; and Sheryl Solomon
as our Secretary and Chapter
Reporter. Congratulations! We know
all of you will d o a great job for FMA!
February 21 is the "Administrative
Science Career Information Day"
from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. at the U.C.
building. FMA will have a booth so
we need FMA members to volunteer
30 minutes to an hour of their time.
Please sign up at Morton Hall, Room
339 or contact Genny Uy at 883-8323.
We invite all freshman, sophomores,
juniors, and seniors to be there! It's
free imformation and food!

IEEE
This Friday and Saturday the
H u n t s v i l l e S e c t i o n o f IEEE w i l l b e
holding the annual Computer Fair.
This year the Section has reserved
nearly the entire Von Braun Civic
Center for the fair. Many companies
from around the world will have
displays of their latest hardware and
software, and several informative
mini-conferences will be held during
t h e t w o d a y s . T h e IEEE S t u d e n t
Branch will also have a booth set up
with displays about our activities.
We'll b e selling Computer Fair Tshirts as well. The Fair will be o p e n
from 9 a.m. t o 7 p.m. o n Friday and
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday. Be
sure to attend this year's fair.
Admission is free.
The next Student Branch meeting is
Wednesday, February 21 at 8:15 p.m.
The meeting will be held in Room 207
of the Engineering Building. We
welcome all students to attend our
meeting.

Model UN
All M o d e l UN members w h o plan
to go on the trip to St. Louis next
week must attend the meeting this
Friday, 3 p.m. in Morton Hall Room
240.

more
on page 15

later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every effort to
return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
At the discretion of the editor, due to space considerations an announcement
may be moved from the "pulse: campus events and happenings" page to an
appropriate news, features, or sports page. If this becomes necessary, an
Exponent representative will try to notify the club submitting the article. All
announcements must be typed and double-spaced, or must be NEATLY
handwritten and double-spaced. Clufcs and organizations should take extra
care in spelling as well as in neatness when including people's names in
announcements. In addition all submissions must contain a phone number of
a contact person who can be reached between Friday at 5 p.m. and Monday at
noon in case we have any questions.
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Trebor,
I treasure your sense of Humor,
your caring nature, and your
Cove, but most of aCC, I treasure
our friendship. Thanfe for being
there. I Cove you,
AngeC
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Features

49 th annual Watercolor Show at Art Museum
by Eric C. Schlegel
reporter
An
extensive and fascinating
exhibition of watercolors is currently
on showcase at the VBCC art
museum. The show is organized by
the Watercolor Society of Alabama
a n d is t h e 49th annual in the series.
This is the first year, however, the
show has been touring all over
Alabama, stopping at the state's
major museums. The show is made
up of approximately 60 works
selected by juror David Parrish. The
show opened in Huntsville on
January 14 and will run until February
25.
Many of the artists on display have
achieved fascinating effects with
their watercolor medium. Betsy
Schein Goldman achieved a realistic
effect in "Brushes and Others" (no
date). Goldman has managed to
capture a metallic sheen with her
watercolors. She has managed to

achieve a look of acrylic paints. J.J.
Gaudel's " R o p e " (1989) also achieves
a sense of realism. Gaudel's piece
looks like a pencil work. The artist has
taken a simple object and blown it u p
to massive size. The subject fills u p
the entire space, becoming a
powerful image. The artist has
achieved a startling depth of field.
Evelyne
Brigeois' "Bougainville"
(1988) won AmSouth Bank's Cash
Award. The piece is incredibly
r e a l i s t i c . It a c h i e v e s a l i g h t , c o o l f e e l
from its soft pastel colors. The work is
vibrant and alive. Jan Upp's "Wagner
Falls" (1987) is unique. The artist has
taken small painted squares and
strung them together above the flat
field. The squares give a wonderful
feeling of depth to the work. The
piece is an impression of realism. The
random strokes become nonsensical
up close.
Several of the artists have an
interesting and unique way with
color. Terry Cherry's "Squirell Skull"

(n.d.) is very violent and disturbing.
The piece uses dramatic and sparce
bright colors on a drab, dark
background. Violent and energetic
s l a s h i n g l i n e s fill t h e p i e c e . S h o c k i n g
and uncontrolled splotches of
unnatural color glow in the work.
"Dwelling - Not to Scale" (n.d.), by
Lou Boinest Hollingsworth, is an
abstract work. The artist's use of color
is very dramatic. He uses bright, alive
colors (pinks, purples, greens)
alongside disturbing, unattractive
ones (browns, dark murky blues). The
piece is random and uncontrolled.
The viewer can feel the thick,
energetic strokes. The colors are
contained within a square tottering
on its corner. Steve Jordan's "Beach
Bike" (n.d.) depicts a realistic scene,
but uses bright, unbelivable colors.
Before the viewer can leave the airy
piece nice and happy a murky dark
shadow pushes into the corner. This
leaves you perplexed and disturbed.
By far, my two favorite pieces are

B.J. Ganoe's " M o o n s t o r m " (1988)
and
Kathleen
Kondilas' "Peace
Keeper" (n.d.). " M o o n s t o r m " is a
dark and depressing monochromatic
black work. You can feel the
sweeping, curving strokes. The piece
is very controlled and rectangular at
the bottom then explodes up and out
of bounds at the top into a cloudy
mist. The contrasting white border
lends power and strength. "Peace
Keeper" is a beautiful fantasy. A
detailed face in the corner branches
out to an undefined feeling of
feathers and wings. Wonderful,
pastel colors give a light and alive
feel. The artist uses torn tissue paper
i n t h e w o r k t o c r e a t e a l ig h t t e x t u r e .
A few inferior piecesare on display
in this exhibit. However, the overall
quality of t h e exhibit is very high. I
was extremely impressed by this
show. See this exhibit, no matter how
out of the way it is for you.

Monacelli and Bosworth to play scholarship benefit, Feb. 22
Elizabeth Monacelli, violinist, and
Richard Bosworth, pianist, will
present a varied program of concert
favorites Thursday, February 22,
beginning at 8:15 p.m. in the UAH
Recital Hall. The performance site is
located in Frances C. Roberts Hall on
North Loop Road on the UAH
campus. The event will benefit The
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Department of Music scholarship
fund. UAH students will be admitted
free.
Ms. Monacelli, a native of Rhode
Island, was the winner in the Alabama
Federation of Music Club's "Young
Artist" competition in 1989. Dr. D..
Royce Boyer, Professor of Music ar
UAH and Chairman of the AFMC
auditions said, "Elizabeth Monacelli's
performance displayed some of
the most sensitive musicianship I
have ever heard." The violinist went
on to place second in the National
Federation of Music Clubs
competition. She has performed as

Norman and
Nancy Blake to
perform at UAH
February 17
On Saturday, February 17 The Fret
Shop will present Norman and Nancy
Blake in concert in the Roberts Hall
Recital Hall. The concert, which will
take place at 8 p.m., is free t o all UAH
faculty, students, and staff and will
feature a variety of traditional
accoustic American music, in
country, folk, and folk-rock styles.
Norman Blake has been
performing for 25 years. He played on
some early Bob Dylan albumsand has
toured with Johnny Cash. Since the
early seventies he has performed
independently with Nancy, his wife.
The concert will feature acoustic
guitar, mandolin, fiddle, and cello.
For more information call the Fret
Shop at 539-8709.

soloist with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, The Eastman Philharmonia and other orchestras in the
Norteast. Her study has nbeen at the
Juilliard School and New England
Conservatory of Music. Currently,
she is enrolled in the Artist Diploma
Program at the famed Longy School
of Music.
Dr. Bosworth is a member of the
University of Alabama music faculty.
He holds degrees from the Eastman

School of Music and Indiana
University. He has been a performer
is such competitions as the Busoni
and the Tchaikovski.
The UAH music program, now
accredited by the National
Association of Schools of Music,
offers B.A. degrees in music and
music education.
Many UAH
graduates are active as studio and
school teachers, and church
and performing musicians in the
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North Alabama region. The music
faculty is seeking, through the
provision of scholarshipassistance, to
bring talented students from a larger
region to Hunsville.
Tickets to the concert are available
now at the UAH University Center
Information Desk or by calling the
music office at 895-6436. Remaining
tickets will be sold at the door.
General admission is $6.00; students
will b e admitted free.
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more FEATURES
Alumni Celebrity Art Auction nets almost $7000 for fund
by Eric C. Schlegal
reporter
Last Saturday, February 10, the
UAH Celebrity Art Auction was held
at the Space and Rocket Center. The
auction was organized by the Genesis
Galleries Inc. for the Alumni
Association to raise money for the

scholarship fund.
Genesis is a
company that deals with corporate,
retail, and wholesale art sales and
framing along with auctions as fund
raisers.
Genesis brought approximately
355 works to the auction. Guests,
who were required to make
reservations, were given time (from

6:30 to 7:30) to browse among the
works. If a person wished to bid on a
work he requested the piece to be
brought up to auction.
Approx
imately 150 works were requested.
The formal auction ran from 7:30 to
10:30. Of the requested works only
65 were shown interest and bid on.
However, a break was taken after the

formal auction; then these pieces
were brought back to be
reconsidered by the bidders.
The event was kicked of by guest
auctioneer Steve Hettinger, mayor of
Huntsville. The mayor auctioned off
the first two pieces. Several door
prizes, ranging in value up to $1000,
were awarded throughout the
evening. Almost 200 guests attended
the event.
However, the crowd
thinned considerably as the hour
grew later.
Works by many
reknowned artists, past and present,
were up for grabs; artists including
Rockwell, Delacroix, Dali, Neimanfc
Picasso, and Van Gogh.
The total sales of the formal auction
came to $6925. Though most pieces
were bought for $100 or under, the
highest-priced purchase was Calder's
"Grey Skies and Pyramids," for $1000.
However, the most valuable piece
shown was a large and unique
Rockwell valued between $150,000
and $160,000. Unfortunately for the
scholarship fund, no one bid on this
piece.

Barry Drake to
present show on
'60's rock
February 16

M@vil
"When H a r r y Met Sally

II

Wednesday, February 14th at 8:15 p.m
University Center Exhibit Hall
( Shown on the Giant Screen )
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Sponsored by the Association for Campus Entertainment

"60's Rock — When The Music
Mattered", a multi-media
presentation by Barry Drake, will
celebrate, examine, clarify and put
into perspective one of the most
exciting ten years of our music
history. Drake will be appearing on
Friday, February 16, 1990 at U.C.
Exhibit Hall on the UAH Campus. The
performance starts at 7:30 p.m. and is
free to all.
Barry Drake has often been called a
walking encyclopedia of music. A
graduate of Manhattan College, he
has been totally involved in the world
of music since buying his first Rock
'N' Roll record in1954. Growing up in
the New York City area, Barry went
everywhere there was music to be
heard. He saw everyone from Buddy
Holly and Chuck Berry at the
Brooklyn Paramount in 1957, to Jimi
Hendrix and Janis Joplin at The
Fillmore in 1967. When San Franciscoexploded with the Grateful Dead and
The Jefferson Airplane.
In the mid-60's Drake became a
performer and songwriter, and in
1970 was signed to Capital Records.
Since then he has recorded three
albums and has toured the U.S. and
Europe.
Not content to be just a performer,
Drake has successfully started his
own record company, booking
agency and management firm. He is
also a respected collector and dealer
of rare records. Most recently, Drake
has been nominated for The National
Association of Campus Activities
Lecturer of The Year.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today'

Free Catalog
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more EDITORIALS
"Government solutions are not a panacea for our social woes.
by Nelson Papucci
For The Exponent'
Jane Fonda once said that if the
American people knew what
communism was, they would get
down on their knees and pray we
would someday be communist. One
wonders how Ms. Fonda and her
friends feel about the recent earthshattering events in Eastern Europe.
The actions of the Eastern
Europeans, who know the economic
and military evils of communism first
hand, vindicate what conservatives in
the US have preached for so long to
an oft-disbelieving audience. Those
brave people learned from the
hardest school of all how Marxism, a
despotic system bathed in blood.

produced such widespread misery.
With cuts in the defense budget
seemingly inevitable, liberals like
Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) are
already divising ways to spend the
"peace dividend" with a vast network
of social spending initiatives. But
others, like Sen. Phil Gramm (RTexas) feel that approach would
bring about a paradox:imagine the
US winning Cold War over
communism, only to then move
closer to that system by making our
government bigger and more
powerful ! We could take a lesson
from Poland, whose new leaders
have pledged to slash state subsidies,
balance the budget, free prices, and
sell off state industries.
It defense cuts are to be made, the

savings should go primarily toward
reducing the deficit. We must realize
that every new federal spending
program is so entangled in
bureaucratic paperwork that we get
in return substantially less than a
dollar's result for a dollar spent. That
calls to mind the story of the Soviet
man who worked in a statecontrolled restaurant: he said that
just to get a hammer from the back
room he had to fill out two forms and
get five signatures. This whole
mindset is one reason the Soviet
economy is such a basket case, and it
reminds us that government
solutions are not a panacea for our
social woes.
Other possible beneficial uses for
the savings may include a meaningful

10-year plan for NASA and Jack
Kemp's enterprise zones-giving the
poor incentives to work, own homes,
and preserve two-parent families. We
can also take a lesson from the
Japanese by cutting the capital-gains
tax and expanding the research tax
credit to encourage private sector
investment and risk-taking.
Hopefully we can begin making deep
cuts in individual and corporate tax
rates to spur savings and
entrepreneurial investment.
Nobel Prize-winning economist
Milton Friedman once said, "I don't
care if the deficit is one hundred
percent of the budget, provided the
budget is as low as budgets ought to
be." These ideas fall at the opposite
continued to page 13

"...many people would hold that life is not worth living.
continued from page 4
mere existence, without the ability to
experience or enjoy life, is not really
life at all. Life consists of more than a
heartbeat — it consists of thinking
and feeling and doing. And
proponents of the right to die believe
that a life withouttheability todoand
think and feel isn't a life that is worth
living.
Perhaps an example would help to
illustrate: Suppose that there was a
person who, due to an injury or
debilitating illness, was confined to a
hospital bed, was completely

ii

paralyzed and unable to move or
speak, and had suffered brain
damage making him or her unable to
actually think in the same way that
you or I do. Now, assume that the
prognosis was that this person would
never recover, and would spend the
rest of his life in this condition. Many
people would hold that life was not
worth living, and should be
mercifly ended.
Now the last term I would like to
define is the right to die. This does
not mean that someone has the right
to end the life of another person

because that person is suffering.
When we use the term "right to die",
we mean your right to determine for
yourself whether or not you want to
live if you are incapacitated in some
way. For example, some people who
have suffered a debilitating illness or
injury, request to be allowed to die.
Some people even make what are
known as "living wills", which are
documents stating that, "if I am ever
incapacitated in such a way that I can
never recover, and I am suffering, I
wish to be allowed to die naturally.
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"Mom's" House Rules:

Tonite, Feb. 14th — "When Harry Met Sally"
— 8:15 p.m. UC Exhibit Hall-FREE Valentine
Candy

UPCOMING MOVIES
Feb. 26th — "The Way We Were"
Feb. 27th — "Miss Firecracker"
Feb. 28th — "Gone With the Wind"

with no life-prolonging treatments."
So the issue over the right to die is
really a question about whether a
person has the right to choose to
have his own life ended under certain
circumstances.
As I have stated, I don't really know
what position to take on this issue.
But next week, I hope to explore the
matter even further, and maybe we
can at least come to some
understanding of the issues involved.
continued next week

MOM'S

AT THE MOVIES99

Thur., Feb 15th — "Major League" — 12:30
p.m. UC Room 146-Bring a lunch!

jj

1.
2.
3.
4.

E)

Eat NO vegetables
Do NOT make bed
Do NOT brush your teeth
Do NOT clean your room

5. Have a great time!!!

Cs

'Mom's—you never knew she
could be this much FUN!"

January 25th—Comedian Nancy Parker
February 1st—Musician Del Suggs
February 8th—Comedian Diane Nichols
February 15th—Musician Daryl Ryce
February 22nd—Comedian Lew Schneider
University Center

All movies are FREE! So come and bring
a friend. See you at the movies!
All films are donated by Cobb Prime Time
Video on South Parkway
Sponsored by the Association for Campus
Entertainment

...

Free snacks and sodas!
We will continue to have comedians and musicians every Thursday night for the Winter Quarter.
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more EDITORIALS
"...as much sensitivity as the average block of wood."
To the unidentified would-be theater
critic of last week's paper:
I was a member of the cast of
Pippin, and as such, my response to
your "constructive criticism" is
biased, but my distaste at your letter is
too great for me to sit back and
accept the abuse you feel obliged to
spew out. To start with, constructive
criticism is not telling someone what
is wrong and nothing more; it is
telling someone why it is wrong and
what should be done to correct it. It is
also not usually accompanied by the
lack of subtlety evidenced by the
witholding of your name from your

"...completely
discredited as a
viable economic
system."

"critique."
Putting on a play, like printing a
newspaper or studying for an exam, is
a demanding job, but one which
brings its own rewards, such as a
feeling of accomplishment and pride
at having done the best possible with
what was available. We had
insufficient people to cast from, a low
budget, and technical problems to
contend with—problems that were
probably not present in the early
performances of the play which
made you "familiar" with it. You want
to see the plays done better? Come
try out at audition time! Tell the SGA
to give us more money! Help out

backstage! Even (gasp) tell us your
name so we can ask you for advice!
I spent close to three months with
the cast and crew of Pippin; you
didn't. We did our best; you
compared it to someone else's best
and decided that our best wasn't
good enough. We put our names in
the program and our hearts into the
play; you didn't sign your letter and
you showed about as much sensitivity
as the average block of wood. My
mother used to tell me if I couldn't
say something nice, don't say
anything at all. Your comments about
our singing, dancing,and acting—and
our director—were not nice, useful.
...BETTER
USE SOME
MOUTH
WASH.

BIG PATE... W
better USE SOMES
BREATH 5PRWJ ^

or necessary.

Scott Campbell

CENSUS '90
Answer the Census.

NOPE,

SOMETHING
STRONGER,

• BETTER USE
SOME JAMIT&R
'N A PROM,

continued from page 12
end of the ideological spectrum from
communism.
How despised is communism? In
the upcoming spring elections
analyst predict the communist party
should win no more than five percent
of the vote in East Germany, Hungary,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia.
Romania, in fact, outlawed the
communist party last month! Ours is
a nation of stubborn people, but how
much more proof do we and our
leaders need that big government has
been completely discredited as a
viable economic system? No time has
ever been more appropriate for the
US to return to the fiscal
responsibility and conservatism of
the pre-1960s days. To cajole
Congress (which spends all money)
to do so, the President absolutely
needs a line-item veto to rid the
budget of wasteful spending,
especially
porkbarreling, and a
balanced-budget
amendment
as
well. Government regulations on
business need to be kept to a
minimum to continue our current
record-setting economic expansion.
The US could then take the global
lead in promoting capitalism by
keeping our economy as removed
from communism and socialism as
possible.
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iTHE POMPSTER
BEHIND A

BUR6ERKING,

H I,GUVS. THIS 16 /M V WEH)
GIRLFRIEND. 5
ABOUT ME.>.5A9 HELLO
70 THE GOVS, HOME?.

VIDEO INTRODUCTIONS

THE
COMIC
SHOP
Offering the best in Comics
We buy and sell
Mon-Fri: 12 to 6 Sat. 10-5:30
502 Andrew Jackson Way, Huntsville. 536-5186

NORTH ALABAMA'S ORIGINAL
& MOST PROFESSIONAL

• A better way to meet that
special someone.
• Select from our personal profiles
and videotapes.
• Designed by a
sfc
^ married couple who
h#
Jp are both professional 4 :
\ \
counselors.
T

534-DATE
(3283)
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Sports

Men's basketball team enjoys rematch with LMU Railsplitters
By Jennifer Grace
Sports Editor
It was pay back time for the UAH
men's basketball team as they took
on
the Railsplitters of
Lincoln
Memorial University last Saturday
night. The Railsplitters enjoyed an 18
point victory over the Chargers
earlier this season on L.M.U.'s home
court. The two teams met again on
February 10, this time in Spragins
Hall.
After trading baskets for awhile in
the first half, UAH opened up a
decisive lead before half-time, 54-47.
After Mike Morris hit a 20 foot
jumper in the first two minutes of the
second half UAH led by nine. L.M.U.
crept back to within three points with
nine minutes left in the game, but
that was as close as they would come
to UAH as the Chargers proceeded to

show the Railsplitters how the game
is played in Alabama. Following a
steal made by Mark Wiggins, Mike
Morris brought the ball down to set
up a perfect three point play for the
Chargers, who then led 77-68. As
L.M.U. began to get into foul trouble,
UAH's Todd Howard sank several
freethrows, and shot five of eight
from the three-point line. With a little
over five minutes left in the game,
another play was initiated by
Wiggins, who blocked an L.M.U.
player and relayed the ball quickly to
Morris. Morris dished it off to
Howard underneath the basket for an
easy lay-up. UAH led 88-68. Then it
was show time in the final minutes as
Thomas Jones put together an
impressive three-point play,and Fred
Steger made four consecutive
freethrows off an intentional foul and
a personal foul. At the buzzer it was

HOW TO
ENRICH
YOUR EDUCATION
BY $1,000
A MONTH.
If you're a math, engineering or physical

nuclear tractor and propulsion plant

sciences major, you could he ear uing
$1 .(KM) a month during your junior and
senior years.
litis excellent oppoitunitv is pai l ol
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion t Olicci
Candidate Program. It's one ol the most
prestigious ways ol entering the nuclear
iield - and rewarding, too. Yoii get a
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the
program, and $2,000 mote when you
complete your Naval studies
You also receive a year ol paid
graduate-level training that's the most
comprehensive in the world. And von II
acquire expertise with state-ol the-art

technology.
As a Nat v ollicor. you'll lead the
adu ntuic while gaining high-levelexpelicncc that will help make von a Iraki in
one ol the woikl s high-lech industries.
In addition to the professional
ad\ antages. tuic Icai -trained officers get
an tinlvaiahlc Ivtrclils package,
navel oppoiutilities, promotions and
a solid salatv

UAH 100, L.M.U. 80.
Thomas Jones was leading scorer
for the Chargers with 36 points. Mike
Morris was next with 26 points and
seven assists. Todd Howard added 17
points, and Mark Wiggins was the
leading rebounder with 12. Head
coach Joe Baker commented after
the game, "I thought we had a good
performance in bouncing back from
the loss to U.N.A. I think it was a big
challenge for Thomas Jones and I was
hoping he wouldn't try to do too
much. He didn't try to do it all on his
own but was able to get it all done

Chargers win one, lose one in
second series with Kent State
by Aaron Koger
reporter
The hockey team played two
games this weekend against Kent
State—a team against which they had
lost one game and tied one two
weeks earlier.
Friday night's game was close until
the second period. The first period
ended with UAH on top 2-1. But the
second period belonged to UAH and
specifically, Bryan Moller. Moller
shot three goals and the score wasn't
close again. The game ended with
UAH on top 6-2.
The Chargers played outstanding
defense all night. Randy Resek had 45
saves compared to 16 for Kent State.

CANCER.

I ind out moieahotti ihcNavv
NucIcai I'topnlsioii Ollicer Candidate
I'togiatn. and make vonr education star I
pav ing oil today". < '.all Navv /Manage
ment I'togiains: 1-800-284-G289

CHECK WITH THE JOB I'l^ACKIMKNT OFFICE FOR DATES
A NAVY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS.

NAVY OFFICER

within the team framework. Todd
Howard has been playing very well
these past two weeks, and is gaining
more and more confidence. We're at
the point now where the season is
almost over and Todd is not really a
freshman anymore."
The Chargers will play Saturday,
February 17, against Columbus
College at Spragins Hall. If the
Chargers get one more win this
season, Coach Baker will have won
the most games (eleven) of any first
year coach at UAH.

IT'S SIMPLY NOT
WHAT IT
USED TO BE.

Saturday night's game was a
different story. Jean-Marc Plante
scored UAH's first goal with one
minute left in the first period. Bryan
Moller scored a few seconds later,
assisted by Mike Mooney. Kent State
scored two goals in the second
period, but Kelly Krawchuk put UAH
ahead 3-2 on an unassisted goal. The
lead was short-lived however as Kent
State went on to score seven
unanswered goals. Jim Goonan
scored late for the Chargers, but the
game ended with Kent State on top of
a lopsided 9-4 score.
UAH (8-19-2) plays St. Scholastica
next weekend at the VBCC. Friday
night's game starts at 7:30 and
Saturday's at 1:00 p.m.
Over the last 40 years, research
programs supported by the American
Cancer Society have made increasing
progress in the treatment, detection
and prevention of cancer.
In 1986 alone, the Society funded
over 700 projects conducted by the
most distinguished scientists and
research institutions in the country.
Which is why. this year, hundreds
of thousands of people will be suc
cessfully treated for the disease.
We are winning.
But we need you to help keep it
that way.

You a re' li >i 11< >ri« >\v.
You arc the Navv.

STUN GUNS

o

JAKE'S

o

"Non Lethal"

Cheap Booze, Quick Food, Lousy Service

Personal

Just Like Eating At Home

Protection

There's no solution to the mid-week doldrums, But
they will pass more quickly with beer and pool at
Jake's.
f)/ympie: s

* No license needed to carry
* 65,000 volts will stop ANY SIZE attacker
* 3 different models
^ personal secure proofs
* Light and compact
Keith Adorns 880-9970
* 1 YEAR WARRANTY

Hnmpstit>•«».'f ' o Hrink

Located at Steadman's Corner
Holmes Ave. Ck Jordan Lane

£
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more PULSE
Sigma Chi
Gamma
The Omicron Gamma chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
cordially invites you to celebrate with
us Black History Month. We will be
hosting a program to be held
February 18, 1990 at Roberts Hall in
the Recital Room beginning at 4 p.m.
The Rev. John Herndon will be
speaking on our theme, "Reflecting
on Our Past, Preparing for the
Future." We look to see you there.

Delta Chi
The Huntsville chapter of Delta Chi
held a pinning ceremony Sunday
night. Congratulations to the men
who took this first step to becoming a
Delta Chi.
Last Wednesday night was bowling
night. Bill "The Kid" Lunceford is
perfecting the quick draw bowl. Dale
Field and Grant Frensley conducted a
clinic on how not to get pins out of
the gutter. The night was a rousing
success and was concluded with a

meeting at Dunkin Donuts. (Thanks,
Paul for the driving lessons.)
Happy Birthday to Grant Frensley,
Now that he's finally through
puberty maybe he will stop growing.
Our next basketball game is
Sunday at 5 p.m. against Kappa Alpha
Psi. We need everyone there
cheering us on. There will be a
spaghetti dinner Sunday night before
the meeting.

Brothers and Parents' Day will be
held on Feb. 17th. The Brothers' Day
Toast will be held at 11 p.m.
The Xi pledge class will be having a
free car wash on March 3rd. Power 93
will be there. Make your plans to get
your car washed free!
Sigma Chi Gamma Math Lesson:
18502 at $42, 5.16 gallons times 128
fluid ounces divided by 12 - 55.04.
Zoinks! Hamster divided by 2 gerbils 4 sea monkeys.

Sigma Chi Gamma
The brothers of Sigma Chi Gamma
had an excellent time at the
Valentine's Day Formal. We would
like to wish everyone a Happy
Valentine's Day.
We will be having a mixer with the
Delta Zetas on Friday. Hope to see a
good turnout.
The chapter took part in an
inventory of the Parkway City
McRae's. We earned quite a bit of
money to go towards our charter
fund.
Brothers and pledges who have
paid for the formal may pick up their
T-shirts any time.

ASCE
ASCE club met February 7 and
made plans for the conference. All
materials have been moved to a
building on Bob Wallace where the
concrete canoe is being built. The
mold for the canoe is completed and
further construction is continuing.
All other competition categories are
being prepared to compete. For
anyone who wants to help on the
canoe, times will be posted as well as
directions to the building, in the
Engineering Building. Everyone is
welcome to our meeting Feb. 14 at 8
p.m. in the Engineering Building.

Classified Ads
Norman Typing Services
Since 1986 — personalized word
processing service. Special rates on
term papers for students. Call Sharon
Norman at 830-5936.
AUTOMOBILE: 1977 VW Dasher,
runs great. Body in good condition.
$700.00 or B.O. 464-9261
SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON AN
ISLAND
Camp Nautilus-Blacks Island, a boys
camp 2 miles off shore and 35 miles
east of Panama City FL, is hiring. We
need counselors, kitchen staff, a
camp nurse, and activity leaders for
sailing, fishing, diving, and boating.
Write to: Camp Nautilus, P.O. Box
945, Port St. Joe, FL or call (904) 2271419.

Market Discover Credit Cards on
your Campus
Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$10/hour. Only 10 positions
available. Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext
3024
STUDY YOUR BIBLE
Enroll for free bible correspondence
course — 8 lessons.
Mastin Lake Road Church of Christ;
P.O. Box 3328
Huntsville, AL 35810
852-2956

ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT'
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords,!
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.l
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885]
Ext. A12054.

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 —
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 1-805BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO 687-6000 Ext. R1813 for current
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
federal list.
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

SECRET LOANS! We lend money by
mail — $300 to $5000 in absolute
privacy. Borrow for any good reason.
No co-signers. No mortgages. Write
Campus organizations, clubs, frats: for details and application — no
sororities call OCMC: 1-800-932- obligation. Financial Servies, Drawer
1883, Alabaster, AL 35007. Enclose
0528/1-800-950-8472, ext. 10
envelope!

RESORT HOTELS, SUMMER CAMPS,
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT
PARKS, NOW accepting applications
for summer jobsand career positions.
For Free information package and
application; call National Collegiate
Recreation Service on Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-5260396. (9 a.m.—5 p.m. EST M—F)

RESEARCH
NFORMATWN
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222
in Call!

. 131477 82?n

Or. rush $2 00 to Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave #206-A Los Angeles

CA 90025

FOR SALE
New contemporary hairstyle salon,
fully equipped. Can accomodate at
least 15 booths. Good income, busy
location. Call:
539-3315
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
products at home. Call information.
1-504-649-0670 Ext. 9025.

Alpha Tau
Omega
The brothers of the Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity would like to
congratulate the following new
initiates: Anu Bumb, Trevor Garner,
Bill Gauthier, David Giest, Tommy
Harmon, Jim Hawkins, Jeremy
Hodges, Ronnie Jetton, Hal Jones,
Jimmy Moore, Doug Sanford, and
Scott Uptain. We are glad that they
are now our brothers. We hope that
they really get involved in the
chapter.
Congratulations to Chris Hamilton
on going to Leadershape, and to Ed
Killingsworth on being the alternate.
Leadershape is an Alpha Tau Omega
Institution that brings outstanding
undergraduates and alumni together
to shape tomorrow's leaders. Good
luck, Chris.
This past Saturday, we had a great
party. Thanks to all those who came
to the party. We are looking forward
to having many great parties like that
one, and some parties that are much,
much bigger, like the traditional
Viking Party in Spring. This year's
Viking Party is going to be the craziest
ever, so get ready.
Congratulations go out to the
Kappas on playing a great basketball
game this past Saturday.
Finally, congratulations go out to
Mark Tillman and Margaret Balmut
on getting engaged. Good luck to
you both in the future.

LEARNING BLOCK?
YOU PROBABLY DON'T
HAVE ONE!
• nces are your rusty skills mean a

MEMORY BLOCK.

LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA (Clark
County School
District) projects 77
new schools for the
90s! Recruiters will
be at your
scheduled TEACHER
FAIR on March 1.
Literature and
applications are in
your Placement
Office. SEE YOU AT
THE FAIR!!!!!!!
We're an EEO/AA
Employer.

Large marketing research firm
seeking serious individuals to work
on in-home project. Earn between
$400 to $600 weekly, no experience
necessary. Limited positions are
available. To register, send $3, for WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HfcALTH
CENTER
registration information, and
S.H.E.
handling; a stamped, self-addressed
envelope (121/8X9 1/2) and resume
to P.O. Box 2703 Detroit, Ml 48231. General medical care for women,
pregnancy testing, birth control,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential,
Cruls* Ship Jobs
131 Longwood Drive, 533-9228.
HIRING Men-Women. Summer/
Office Hours: 8-5, Mon.-Sat. Phone
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION
Information until 8 p.m. TOLL FREE:
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
1-800-666-9228
FREE travel Caribbean. Hawaii,
Bahamas. South Pacific. Mexico
Herpes Support Group Monthly and
CALL NOWI Call refundable
now offering Cervical Caps and
1-206-736-0775, Ext. 600 N.
FERTILITY AWARENESS classes.

not a learning block. !*t us
help "Bring it all back."

MCAT
CI-ASSES FORMING
NOW AT

Orientation &
Diagnostic
Testing begins
February 12

Classes start
February 26

Discount for Early
Registrants

4410-C Evangel Circle
Huntsville, AL 35816
Call: 837-9087 or
837-6850

1990
Spring
Sports &
Fitness
Schedule
For more information call the Health and
Physical Education office at (205) 895-6007.
UAH students may register for HPE credit
classes during pre-registration February 15
through February 27, or during open
registration on March 23.
Other interested participants may register
for credit or noncredit classes by calling the
Division of Continuing Education Business
Office at (205) 895-6010, or if outside
Huntsville, call toll-free 1-800-448-4031.
To register in person, come by the UAH
Division of Continuing Education Business
Office, located in the Tom Bevill Center on the
UAH campus, between 8:30 a.m.-noon
and 1-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

Start getting in
shape for summer.
Register now
for a sports or
fitness class.

CREDIT SCHEDULE
DAYS

TIME

LOCATION

INSTRUCTOR FEE

3/27-6*
TBA
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
TBA
3/27-6*
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/27-6/5
3/24-6/2
3/27-6/5
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/25-6/3
3/27-6/5
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/28-5/30
4/8-5/6
3/26-6/4
3/27-6/1
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/27-6/1
5/8 ONLY
5/12-26

TT
TBA
MW
MW
TBA
TT
TT
MW
MW
TT
MW
TT
Sa
TT
TT
MW
MW
MW
Su
TT
TT
MW
MW
We
Su
MW
TF
MW
MW
TF
Tu
Sa

SH/Bal 2
SH/205
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 1
SH/205
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/206
SH/110
Bob Jones
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 2
Unitarian Ch.
SH/Patio
SH/pool
SH/pool
SH/pool
SH/pool
SH/pool
SH/206
Guntersville

Fussner
Acutf
8. Adams
Acutf
Ross
B. Adams
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
Jacoby
Scarano
Yancura
Grizzard
Grizzard
B. Adams
Scarano
Scarano
Grizzard
Grizzard
Swanner
Grizzard
Chi
Harrison
C. Taylor
E. Moore
McGregor
Lambert
McGregor
B. Adams
Lambert
E. Moore

S90
590
S90
S90
590
S90
590
S90
590
S90
S90
S90
S90
S90
S90
S90
S90
S90
590
S90
S90
S90
590
S90
590
S95
S95
S95
S90
590
5115

5/8-31

TT

4:00-530pm
TBA
6:167:15pm
8:00-930am
TBA
8:30-9:30am
12:20-1:20pm
5:15-6:15pm
9:2610:25am
5:15-6:15pm
12:15-1:15pm
6:00-7.00pm
I0:00am-noon
11:00am-noon
5:15-6:15pm
10:00-11:00am
8:00-930pm
12:20-1:20pm
1:00-3:00pm
5:00-6:00pm
11:00am-noon
6:167:30pm
11:00am-Noon
5:30-7:30pm
9:00am-1:00 pm
6:15-7:15am
4:15-5:15pm
9:00-10:00pm
8:00-9:0Opm
5:15-6:15 p.m.
6:15-9:15pm
8:00am-1:30pm
or noon-5:00pm
6:15-9:30pm

SH/206

E. Moore

5105

6/10-16
3/27-6/5
3/24-6/2
3/25-6/3
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/24-6/2
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/27-6,5
3/27-6/5
3/24-4/28
3/27-6/5
3/29-5/31
3/28-5/31

Su-Sa
TT
Sa
Su
TT
MW
TT
Sa
TT
MW
MW
Tu
Tu
Sa
Tu
Th
Th

E. Moore
Scarano
P. Moore
P. Moore
Lynn
Scarano
Cornelison
Riddle
Ross
Cornelison
Riddle
Slater
Slater
Ross
Fiorentino
Fiorentino
Eastep

5445
S90
590
590
S90
590
590
S90
590
590
590
590
590
595
5195
5195
5135

Beg. Go# (lab fee #6)

3/24-6/2

Sa

9:00-11:00am

Eastep

5135

Beg. Go# (lab fee #6)

3/27-6/5

Tu

5:167:15pm

Eastep

5135

HPE 126-04

Beg. Go# (lab fee #6)

3/28-5/31

Th

5:167:15pm

Eastep

5135

HPE 127-01
HPE 128-01"
HPE 130-01"
HPE 131-01"
HPE 132-01"
HPE 136-01"
HPE 137-01"
HPE 138-01
HPE 141-01
HPE 141-02
HPE 141-03
HPE 142-01"
HPE 142-02"
HPE 143-01"
HPE 143-02"
HPE 143-03'
HPE 143-04"
HPE 144-01"
HPE 144-02"
HPE 144-03"
HPE 144-04"
HPE 145-01"
HPE 147-01

Beg. Bowling (lab fee #3)
Soeleology (Caving) (LAB on 2 Saturdays from 8am-3pm)
Basketball
Volleyball
Softball
Jazz Dance
Inter. Jazz Dance
Fencing (lab fee #4)
Inter. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Inter. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Inter. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Inter. Karate
Inter. Karate
Inter. Tennis
Inter. Tennis
Inter. Tennis
Inter. Tennis
Inter. Racquetball
Inter. Racquetball
Inter. Racquetball
Inter. Racquetball
Inter. Swimnastics
Inter. Go# (lab fee #6)

3/28-5/31
3/26-6/4
3/27-6/5
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/29-5/31
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/25-6/3
3/26-6/4
3/24-6/2
3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/24-6/2
3/25-6/3
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/24-6/2

Th
Mo
TT
Mo
MW
MW
MW
Th
MW
TF
MW
TT
Su
MW
Sa
TT
MW
Sa
Su
MW
TT
MW
Sa

1:00-330pm
6:30-8:30pm
8:00-930am
8:00-10:00pm
12:20-1:20pm
7:15-8:15pm
7:15-8:15pm
7:00-930pm
6:167:15am
4:165:15pm
9:00-10:00pm
12:20-1:20pm
3:0O-530pm
5:15-6:15pm
8:00-10:00am
8:00-9."00pm
8:00-930pm
10:00 am-noon
1:00-330pm
5:00-6:00pm
9:00-10:00am
5:15-6:15pm
11:00am-1:00pm

Wilson
Hanson
Acutf
STAFF
Acuff
Winkelmann
Winkelmann
Dabbs
McGregor
Lambert
McGregor
Grizzard
Grizzard
Scarano
Riddle
Scarano
Riddle
Grover
P.Moore
Shaw
Scarano
Little
Eastep

5105
590
S90
590
S90
S90
590
$115
595
595
595
590
$90
$90
S90
S90
$90
590
S90
$90
590
S90
$135

HPE 147-02

Inter. Go# (lab fee #6)

3/29-5/31

Th

10:10am-12:10pm

Eastep

$135

HPE 149-01"
HPE 149-02"
HPE 149-03"
HPE 150-01"
HPE 151-01"
HPE 151-02"
HPE 151-03"
HPE 151-04"
HPE 152-01"
HPE 152-02*
HPE 153-01"
HPE 154-01"
HPE 155-01"
HPE 157-01
HPE 159-01"
HPE 159-02"
HPE 159-03"
HPE 160-01"
HPE 162-01
HPE 162-02
HPE 164-01
HPE 167-01
HPE 167-02
HPE 167-03
HPE 167-04
HPE 166-01"
HPE 172-01
HPE 173-01
HPE 173-02
HPE 199-01

3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/25-4/29
3/26-6/4
3/24-6/2
3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/24-6/2
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/30-6/1
3/27-6*
3/29-5/31
3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/29-5/31
3/266/4
3/26-6/4
3/26-6/4
TBA
3/266M
3/29-5/31
TBA
TBA
TBA
3/31-4n

TT
MW
TT
Su
MW
Sa
TT
MW
Sa
MW
TT
Fr
Tu
Th
TT
MW
TT
MW
Tu
Th
Mo
MW
MW
TBA
MW
Th
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

8:30-930am
12:20-1:20pm
5:30-630pm
4:00-730pm
5:166:15pm
8:00-10:00am
8:00-930pm
8:00-930pm
noon- 2:00pm
5:00-630pm
6:30-730pm
4:00-630pm
630-830pm
130-330pm
5:30-630pm
12:20-130pm
8:3O-930am
7:30-8:45pm
6:30-630pm
1:00-330pm
6:00-83Cpm
5:166:15pm
1l30am-noon
TBA
8:00-930pm
6:00-830pm
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

$90
590
S90
590
$90
$90
$90
$90
S90
$90
$90
$90
$90
$105
590
$90
$90
$90
$195
$195
$105
$95
$95
$95
$95
$90
$85
$85
$85
$80

3765*1
3/26-6/4
3/27-6*
3/27-5/3
5/1565/17

Th
MW
TT
Tu
TT

7:00-930pm
8:00-930pm
8:00-930pm
5:30-7:30pm
8:00-10:00am

SH/Bal 2
SH/Pool
SH/Pool
Big Sky
SH/110 6

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
Robinson
Scarano
Riddle
Scarano
Riddle
Grizzard
Grizzard
B. Adams
P. Moore
Doubet
Wison
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
Chi
Fiorentino
Fiorentino
Pressnel
B. Adams
Scarano
MiKgan
Scarano
Slater
Fleischman
Ross
Ross
ModKn
6 Dabbs
Dabbs
Mirandy
Mirandy
Wdloughby
Harris

HPE 220-01
HPE 220-02

Aerobic Dance II
Aerobic Dance U
Aerobic Dance II
Advanced Uesaving Update
Adv. Tennis
Adv. Tennis
Adv. Tennis
Adv. Tennis
Adv. Karate
Adv. Karate
Inter. Slimnastics
Adv. Ftacquetbal
Ballet
Adv. Bowling (lab fee #3)
Aerobic Dance III
Aerobic Dance IH
Aerobic Dance IH
Inter. Taj Chi
Horseback Riding II (lab fee #12)
Horseback Riding II (lab fee #12)
Basic Shooting (lab fee #3)
Inter. Weight Training (Women ONLY; table# #2)
Inter. Weight Training (lab tee #2)
Inter. Weight Trainng (Varsity Athletes ONLY; lab fee #2)
Inter. Weight Training (lab lee #2)
Inter. Social Dance
Varsity Sports - Crew
Varsity Sports - Tennis
Varsity Sports - Tennis
Special Topic Ree' Diving Belize
(see CER 0914-01 for details)
Special Topic Intermedial# Fencing (Mb fee #4)
Special Topic Deep Water Work-Out
Special Topic Deep Water Work-Out
Special Topic Skeet Shooting
Special Topic Basic Trekking in the Smokies
(transportation & meals included; lab fee #3)
(Overnight trip 5/25-27 (Fri-Sun))
Scuba (Lab fee #5) [2.0]
Scuba (lab fee #5) [2.0]

Gulf Coast
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
Bob Jones
SH/109
SH/109
SH/206
SP Stables
SP Stables
Practice Tee
& Jetplex
Practice Tee
& Jetplex
Practice Tee
& Jetplex
Practice Tee
& Jetplex
Pin Palace
SH/206
SH/Gym
SH/Gym
SH/109
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal
SH^sool
SH/pool
SH/pool
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Courts
SHCourts
SH/Courts
Bob Jones
SH/ Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Courts
SH/Pocl
Practice Tee
& Jetplex
Practice Tee
& Je*>lex
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/Pool
SH/Courts
SHGourts
SHCourts
Bob Jones
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 1
SH/Bal 2
SHCourts
SH/Bal 1
Pin Palace
SH/Bal2
SH/Bal 2
SH/Bal 2
SH/BaI1
SP Stables
SP Stables
SH/109
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/109
SH/205
SH/205
SH/205
Beize

Smoky Mountains
SH/110 & pool Mims
McC-egor
SH/110

HPE 223-01
HPE 223-02
HPE 269-01
HPE 290-01
HPE 291 -01
HPE 294-01
HPE 299-01

Lifeguard Training [2.0] (lab fee #2)
Lifeguard Training [2.0] (lab fee #2)
Private Pilot Ground School
[3.0]
Care & Prevention of Athletic Injuries (lab tee #2) [3.0]
CPR Instructor (lab fee #3)
Contemporary Nutrition
Field Work/Ath.-P.E.

5:00pm
4:00-630pm
8:00-10:00pm
10:00 am-noon
7:00-10:00pm
1:00-430pm
6:00-830pm
8:00-1030am
8:00am-4:00pm
6:00-830pm
TBA

1 COURSE # COURSE TITLE
HPE 100-01"
HPE 100-02"
HPE 101-01'
HPE 101-02"
HPE 101-03"
HPE 101-04"
HPE 102-01"
HPE 102-02"
HPE 102-03"
HPE 103-01"
HPE 103-02"
HPE 103-03"
HPE 104-01"
HPE 104-02"
HPE 104-03"
HPE 104-04"
HPE 104-05"
HPE 105-01"
HPE 105-02"
HPE 105-03"
HPE 105-04"
HPE 106-01"
HPE 107-01"
HPE 108-01"
HPE 109-01*
HPE 110-01
HPE 110-02
HPE 110-03
HPE 111-01'
HPE 111-02
HPE 113-01

Fitness Enhancement
Fitness Enhancement (Varsity Athletes ONLY)
Slimnastics
Slimnastics
Slimnastics (Varsity Athletes ONLY)
Slimnastics
Aerobe Dance 1
Aerobic Dance 1
Aerobe Dance I
Jogging for Fitness
Jogging for Fitness
Jogging for Fitness
Beg. Weight Training
Beg. Weight Training
Beg. Weight Training (Women ONLY)
Beg. Weight Training
Beg. Weight Training
Beg. Karate
Beg. Karate
Beg. Karate
Beg. Karate
Beg. T'ai Chi
Beg. Stunts 6 Tumbling
Yoga
Bicycle Touring (Overnight 5/5-6)
Beg. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Beg. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Beg. Swimming (lab fee #2)
Swimnastics
Swimnastics
Basic Sailing (lab fee #4)

HPE 114-01
HPE 114-02
HPE 116-01"
HPE 116-02"
HPE 116-03"
HPE 116-04"
HPE 117-01"
HPE 117-02"
HPE 117-03"
HPE 117-04"
HPE 117-05"
HPE 117-06"
HPE 122-01"
HPE 122-02"
HPE 124-01
HPE 125-01
HPE 125-02
HPE 126-01

Sailboat Cruising
(overnight Gulf cruise 6/1 -2 or 6/2-3; lab fee #3)
Sailboat Cruising (7 day cruise; lab fee S360)
Beg. Racquetball
Beg. Racquetball
Beg. Racquetball
Beg. Racquetball
Beg. Tennis
Beg. Tennis
Beg. Tennis
Beg. Tennis
Beg. Tennis
Beg. Tennis
Social Dance
Social Dance
Backpacking (also weekend camping trp; lab fee #2)
Basic Horseback Riding (lab fee #12)
Basic Horseback Riding (lab fee #12)
Beg. Go# (lab fee #6)

HPE 126-02
HPE 126-03

HPE 199-02
HPE 199-03"
HPE 199-04"
HPE 199-05"
HPE 199-06

'

DATES

5/19
3/27-6*
3/24-6/2

Sa
TT
Th
Sa
5/7-24
MTW
3/265/27
Su
TT
3/27-6*
TT
3/27-6*
3/24 & 31.4/7Sa
3/266/4
Mo
TBA
TBA

9:00-10:00am
8:00-10:00am
1:00-330pm
5:00-6:00pm
8:10-9:10am
5:15-6:15pm
10:00-noon
8:30-9:30am
8:00-9:00pm
7:00-830pm
6:00-8:00pm
8:00-10:00pm
9:00-11:00am
1:00-330pm
7:30-9:30pm
10:l0am-12:10pm

SH^ool
SH^ool
SH/110
SH/133
SH/109
SH/110
SH/101

Robinson
Robinson
Hea
Lee
Pugh
Finegan
Manjone

$115
590
$90
$90
$105
$190
$190
$160
$160
$215
$225
$105
$90
$85

Courses with lab fee level #1

NONCREDIT SCHEDULE
COURSE * COURSE NAME

The University Of Alabama In Huntsville

OATES

DAYS

TIME

LOCATION

INSTRUCTOR FEE

CER 600-07 Master's Swimming
CER 601-07 Intermediate Swimming
CER 602-07 Beginning Swimming
CER 605-09 Fitness and Wellness Club

3/31-5/26
3/31-5/26
3/31-5/26
3/24-6/15

Sa
Sa
Sa
M-Sa

SH/Pool
SH/Pool
SH/Pool
SH

McGregor
McGregor
McGregor

CER 692-02
CER 692-03
CER 804-02

4/9-5/14
3/26-6/14
4/3-5/24

MTh
Th
TT

7:00-830am
7:00-830am
8:00-930am
When open
for recreation
6:00-830pm
6:30-930pm
6:00-8:30pm

3/22
3/31-4/7

Th
daily

Boating Skills & Seamanship
Boating Skills 4 Seamanship
Basic Travel Agent Training ,

CER 1100-01 Introduction to Sailing"
CER 914-01 Reef Diving/Belize Trip

a n

i n n o v a t i v e

a p p r o a c h

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

t o

k n o w l e d g e

"

New Course(s)

6:16930pm

Bob Jones
Ex. Plaza. 118
Uniglobe
& Smith
SH/206
Belize

$79
579
$79
(Ind.) $50
(Family) $100
Coast Guard FREE
Coast Guard FREE
Donovan
$595
E. Moore
Modlin

FREE
$1245

